Gardens of War
by Robert Gardner and Karl G. Heider

The Dugum Dani, of whose culture this extraordinary book is the first full photographic record,
are a Stone Age tribe of neolithic warrior farmers
who live in the Grand Valley of Baliem in the
Central Highlands of western New Guinea. At the
time these photographs were taken, the Dugum
Dani were almost unique, for they still not only
practiced ritual warfare (that is, warfare which
occurs regularly and is considered indispensable
and sacred to its society), but were virtually
untouched by any forms of modern civilization.
In 1961 the Film Study Center of Harvard University's Peabody Museum mounted an expedition to record this pristine world. Robert Gardner
had organized the Center for anthropological film
research because, as he says, "By the year 2000
human society promises to vary little from continent to continent. Transportation and communication will link the remotest valley and farthest
plateau with centers of technology. Deserts will
be watered, marshes drained, and the cultures
that developed in response to isolation or hardship will have disappeared."
In her perceptive introduction to Gardens of War,
Margaret Mead writes: "One of the most conspicuous things about the culture of preliterate
people like the Dani is that it is their whole way
of life that is a creation—unique, evanescent,
dependent for its very existence entirely on the
continued practice of each generation.... Unless
we can record with film and tape the sights and
sounds of their life, the world loses—and loses
forever—part of the rich repertoire of the past on
which we must depend to understand the future. . . . Yet if the full flavor of the native style of
life which is so soon to be altered is to be
caught . . . the anthropologist must . . . catch a
culture trembling on the edge of change, but
hopefully not yet altered by the knowledge that
change is on its way. The Harvard-Peabody New
Guinea expedition was able to do just this."
The authors' essays on various aspects of this
dying society enhance and illuminate the magnificent photographs, but Gardens of War is primarily, as Dr. Mead points out, "a book for those
who enjoy looking . . . at scènes that they themselves are most unlikely ever to see. It is unique."
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Introduction by Margaret Mead
This is a book for those who enjoy looking, through the eyes of others
and the mediation of the still camera, at scènes that they themselves are most
unlikely ever to see. It is unique. Never before has such a diverse group, with
such diverse interests and skills, on a complex and lengthy expedition into
primitive territory, taken so many pictures that it became possible to select
from among thousands a set of pictures which fit together so well that the
identity of the individual photographer is almost obscured. Putting together
a collaborative photographic book is one of the more felicitous forms of
cooperative authorship, even when the photographs are all taken by the same
photographer, or when a group of authors select from a given corpus, as was
done in The Family of Man. For battles over words and phrases and ideas,
one can substitute the expressive "But look, surely this one makes the point
better than that one does." Alternative photographs can be arranged as the
authors, guided by their central theme, work out their plans in a series of
choices.
All of this has happened before. But in Gardens of War something even
more complex has been attempted. The photographs by all the memoers of
the expedition became the corpus from which this book was built. lts unity,
and no one who enjoys the book will dispute this unity, is provided by the
Dani themselves, by the coherence of their Stone Age culture, by the harmony existing between one aspect of their ancient warlike way of life and
another, by the metaphor of singing birds and the life of the people.
The book's essays provide background information which could only
have been obtained by anthropologists working carefully and soberly to explore the intricacies of the Dani culture. They serve as notes to some of the
less easily comprehended pictures. But essentially this is a visual book, a
record of what any Western reader might have seen, had he a trained eye, if
he had been set down suddenly among the Dani. That such a reader could
never experience this abrupt transition—except as a result of a plane accident
that would leave him little time for marveling at the people around him—is
beside the point. To take these pictures meant many months of patiënt work,
establishing a base, learning to speak and to know and understand the people.
But the photographs themselves are of what any one of us might have seen
had we been able to go there. They are not candid camera shots stolen surreptitiously from an unaware people; they are not constructed and reenacted
events designed for the camera alone, divorced from real life and real participation. They were taken by those who were there—and known to be there—
in the midst of a flourishing society.
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Even to someone like myself with many years of experience in other parts
of New Guinea, these pictures—like the film Dead Birds, of which this book
is an accompaniment and a reminder, and Peter Matthiessen's book, Under
the Mountain Wall—gave me fresh delight, as scènes that I had only heard of
came vividly to life. There is a great difference between hearing from the Ups
of people to whom warfare has been forbidden what war once was like; or
in watching a warrior who no more will go to war stand and tighten his nowunused bow; or in straining one's imagination to recapture a scène now immortalized only in memory—and, on the other hand, having a visual record
of how such warriors really confront each other across a traditional battlefield. I have often found the accounts of such warfare hard to credit because
usually they are recounted in words that run something like this: "We met
on the mountainside near Wihun. A man of our side, named Maigi, threw a
spear at a man of their side. named Wea. He missed. Then a man of their side
threw a spear and hit my cross-cousin from Ahaleseimihi. Then I was angry
and threw a spear at Wena, a big man of their side, and missed..." and so
on. Listening to such a verbal account, one cannot help wondering what
everybody else was doing. How could an individual single out a sequence like
this from a battle? The material on the Dani in this book illuminates such a
question—and many others. We see the warriors of each side, magnificently
attired, widely dispersed, few of them at any one moment heavily engaged,
and thus responsive to the wounding of one man.
In one anthropological account after another I had read of the custom
of sacrificing a finger joint when a relative died. No imagining can equal a
picture of a woman with only stumps on her hands working or caring for a
child. The word "sacrifice" suddenly assumes new meaning; man's capacity
to contrive terrible and unnatural cruelties throws a new light not only on
New Guinea, but on the battlefields of later wars, and on the mourning
women who live on after the battles are over.
One of the most conspicuous things about the cultures of preliterate
peoples like the Dani is that it is their whole way of life that is a creation—
unique, evanescent, dependent for its very existence entirely on the continued
practice of each generation. Such people, even those more artistic than the
Dani, leave us only a handful of artifacts to remember them by. Unless we
can record with film and tape the sights and sounds of their life, the world
loses—and loses forever—part of the rich repertoire of the past on which we
must depend to understand the future. That is what we have here: an array
of pictures that will remain long after the Dani—pacified, freed (possibly
only unhappily) from the long, relentless cycle of killing and being killed,
trapped perhaps in some less congenial treadmill of modern technological
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society—have ceased to live and move as they do now. They will continue to
marry and bear children who carry the same genes as the men and women
pictured here, but the culture which they embodied will be gone forever. In
fact it is already well on its way to oblivion, even as we can turn these pages
and discover them standing in their age-old postures, bow strings taut and
heads erect.
It is hard to convey to anyone who has not been to New Guinea just how
fragile such a moment is. If the anthropologist goes too far beyond the areas
where government has sent patrols, missions have established advance stations and word of the expectations of the Western world has already spread,
he risks spending an incredible amount of time in trying to learn a language
without the help of interpreters, and in guarding life and property against
attack. Having informants who may be killed in one's own back garden is a
shattering experience, which no anthropologist who depends upon mutual
trust willingly undertakes. Yet if the full flavor of the native style of life
which is so soon to be altered is to be caught, he must go in ahead of the
mission, and if he is interested in warfare, headhunting or cannibalism, he
must be ahead of full pacification by government. He must, in fact, catch a
culture trembling on the edge of change, but hopefully not yet altered by the
knowledge that change is on its way. The Harvard-Peabody New Guinea
Expedition was able to do just this. The Netherlands Government authorities
fully approved the expedition, and so the dilemma of conniving in any way
with breaking the law was removed. But only a month after the major part
of the filming was completed, and most of the expedition had left, the Kurelu
region where the expedition worked was pacified.
The records of the Dani's ritual warfare also owe a great deal to the
peculiar nature of the New Guinea highland landscape, because its high
visibility for many miles made it easy and safe to watch their battles. With a
telephoto lens it was possible to film battles in which the film makers were
not only not asked to take part, but of which they were not apprised in
advance. Thus, ethical issues were fairly met, and later generations are permanently the wiser.
The roster of anthropologists who have lost their lives gives a heroic cast
to the work of those who return to publish their work. The death of Michael
Rockefeller on his second expedition to New Guinea, and the week-long
anguished search in which people all over the United States participated
vicariously, brought anthropological work in general, and the Dani expedition
in particular, close to Americans, who like to follow their own countrymen
into faraway places. The fact that this particular book is a romantic one,
owing much of its appeal to the huge distance between the Dani way of life
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and ours, adds to its appeal. Gardens of War is a valuable part of what we
owe to this expedition to the Dani.
Margaret Mead
The American Museum of Natural History
New York, 1968

Foreword
More than seven years have passed since the day that members of the
Harvard-Peabody New Guinea Expedition left the Dutch government post
of Wamena and first set foot in the world of the Dugum Dani. The months
following that first February morning in 1961 when Jan Broekhuijse, Abututi
and I looked at the villages in which we would live were filled with an
astonishing assortiment of experiences that none of us from half a world away
would have imagined possible.
Abututi is a Dani, and he and Jan were the first bridges between our own
culture and that of the Dani. But even Jan, though never as bewildered as
the rest of us, was often amazed by what he saw. He had been trained in
anthropology and sociology at the University of Utrecht, and his great love
was New Guinea. At that time he was serving as a district officer for the
Netherlands Government, which until 1962 administered the western half of
the immense island, now part of Indonesia and called West Irian. When the
expedition was organized, the government detached Jan from his regular
duties in a neighboring valley so that he could gain information about the
people of the Grand Valley of the Baliem prior to our arrival. That he succeeded despite a variety of setbacks testifies both to his determination and
to his remarkable devotion.
Almost a year before it finally set forth, the expedition had begun in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. At Harvard University's Peabody Museum, the
oldest institution in America for the study of people and their cultures, I had
recently organized the Film Study Center for anthropological film research.
There was, I feit, no doubt that even if the more ambitious aims of anthropology were only indirectly served and no startling discoveries were made
about the still-mysterious "laws of human behavior," creating a careful and
sensitive visual account of an unknown society was ample justification in
itself.
Curiosity about one's fellowcreaturesis ahallmark of civilization. Should
we ever lose interest in the way others live and look, we will have lost an
important aspect of our humanity. This curiosity is not idle or sentimental;
rather, it is a seeking to know about others' circumstances so as to better
identify oneself and to see a little more clearly the direction in which we
might wish our own identities to evolve. What might, then, seem no more
than a colossal vanity may actually be the mainspring of our moral natures.
By our very eagerness to find out about others and in our willingness to use
this knowledge as a mirror, we can progress surely, if often slowly, down
the road of human change and betterment.
Man's great distinction is surely not his erect posture, which has not
changed in hundreds of thousands of years, but his self-consciousness, which
has created an endless variety of lifeways. Indeed, change has so accelerated
in the past few hundred years that it threatens to leave us poorer instead of
richer. Surely one of the most tragic themes of this century is the inexorable
and irreversible decline of traditional societies and their values throughout
the world. The anthropologist in every man has fewer and fewer human
alternatives to contemplate, fewer and fewer lessons to learn in the contrasts
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of other men's behavior and ideas. It must also be lamented that only a pitifully small sample of this incredibly diverse legacy of human inventiveness
has been recorded—and virtually the entire record is verbal. Of cour se we
are grateful for something like Bernardino de Sahagün's literate and absorbing account of sixteenth-century Aztec society; without it, our understanding
of that remarkable civilization would be far less perfect than it is. But today,
after five hundred years of advances in technology and awareness of what
ought to be preserved of the human chronicle, we are in a position to give
to the centuries that follow a far more complete and vivid picture of societies
that in splendor rival the Aztec and, like the Aztec five hundred years ago,
are now on the brink of extinction.
It is a curious irony that the societies that have brought on the ruin of
technologically inferior cultures have also invented instruments for preserving extremely lifelike records of their victims. These instruments have been
available since the beginning of this century, when men took history's first
motion pictures of the world around them. These jerky and obscure vignettes
of ordinary events, capturing in a faltering manner a few moments of time
and space, are real treasures. If today we are excited by a film of workers
leaving a French factory in 1910, it is because this magie medium has allowed
us to reexperience an actuality that time has erased.
The popularity of movies throughout the world today proves that we
have some concern for the record of our own life. But what of the rest of the
world? By the year 2000 human society promises to vary little from continent
to continent. Transportation and communication will link the remotest valley and farthest plateau with centers of technology. Deserts will be watered,
marshes drained, and the cultures that developed in response to isolation or
hardship will have disappeared.
Hence it was partly in the spirit of conservators of a passing age that we
planned the Harvard-Peabody New Guinea Expedition. When the possibility
of sending an expedition to do film and anthropologic research first arose,
perhaps the most difficult task was to choose among several areas urgently
requiring such study. In Africa, for example, there still survive a few nomadic
herders, once widespread. It is only a matter of decades before such people
as the Bororo, the Fulani or the Afar will abandon their wandering lives and
settle near growing numbers of artificial wells drilled by governments that
prefer settled to nomadic herdsmen. Michael Rockefeller, who when still a
senior at Harvard was the most enthusiastic and generous stimulant to our
venture, had particular curiosity about South America. Furthermore, on that
continent there exist more diverse tribal societies, much of them unstudied
and some of them still undiscovered, than perhaps anywhere else in the world.
It was my own hope to make a study of a society still practicing what in
anthropological annals is known as "ritual warfare" that turned our attention to Melanesia. I had often wondered about the differences between ordinary and ritual warfare. As a child I spent long hours on the floor of my
parents' library turning the pages of bound volumes of The London Illustratecl
News, especially those of the years 1914 to 1918. These photographs told me
about the most exciting and terrible game anyone could possibly play. Two
teams, one in khaki with hats like inverted soup plates, the other in gray with
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spiked coal scuttles on their heads, tried with all their might to go in opposite
directions without getting killed. Then I learned about other people in other
books, and that ever since time began, this game was always being played
somewhere in the world.
Years later 1 wondered if there could possibly be people who thought war
was other than a necessary evil, who practiced what anthropologists call
ritual warfare. "Ritual" means that it is regularly repeated and indispensable.
Common warfare is rationalized in a different way and is not sacred but
profane. Most of all, I wondered if a greater understanding about violence
in men could be achieved if it was studied in a metaphysical context completely different from our own. I wanted to see the violence of war through
altogether different eyes, and I dared hope that new thinking might follow
from such an altered perception. For this reason I was eager to go to New
Guinea and into the Central Highlands, where men from villages separated
only by their own gardens had been killing each other for as long as we have
known that they lived there.
A unique opportunity presented itself. I was introduced to Dr. Victor
J.DeBruyn, then director of the Bureau of Native Affairs in Netherlands
New Guinea. DeBruyn knew western New Guinea well; he had studied it as
an archaeologist and anthropologist, lived in its interior as an agent for Allied
intelligence during World War II, and administered to its needs as a developing country. He wanted the Peabody Museum to do research there, and he
feit confident that the program of pacification started ten years earlier by his
government in the Highlands had by no means achieved complete success.
The expedition was a three-year undertaking that began with my own
departure for New Guinea in February, 1961. For the preceding month Jan
Broekhuijse was already in the field, though not in what was to be our ultimate locality. I knew only that we were going to the Grand Valley of the
Baliem River, discovered by Richard Archbold during his botanical and
zoological explorations in the New Guinea Highlands in 1938. It was this
valley that received momentary notoriety in 1945 as a "Shangri La" when
an American nurse, part of a group of sightseers on an excursion plane out
of wartime Hollandia, survived a crash and was rescued with two male companions by an elaborate glider operation. The Grand Valley is about forty
miles long by ten miles wide, and its Dani population is estimated to be as
much as one hundred thousand. In 1961 the only nonindigenous people were
either government workers manning the post at Wamena in the southern part
of the Grand Valley, or missionaries who had opened stations and airstrips
in various parts of the valley.
I had already had the benefit of DeBruyn's counsel about the extent of
government influence in the valley. Evidently there were a few government
patrols, consisting occasionally of a doctor, one or two native medical assistants and a handful of native police with their young Dutch patrol officers;
these few attempted to bring health and peace to an area of hundreds of
square miles and a population of extraordinarily independent people. But
though parts of the Grand Valley had been pacified, there were still large
areas subject to only nominal control. In searching for a Dani group as little
changed by the outside world as possible, I learned that we would have the
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best luck in the Kurelu, a place named for the most powerful man living
there. This district lay well to the northeast, somewhere close to the mountain
wall, where it met the pass through which planes from Hollandia penetrated
the ten-thousand-foot escarpment that encircles the Grand Valley.
There are missionaries in the Grand Valley and adjacent areas, Catholic
and several denominations of Protestants, all in restrained competition
with each other. The dominant group, in numbers and financial resources, is an organization called the Christian and Missionary Alliance. lts
doctrinal roots are fundamentalist and its evangelical message reflects this.
The people of the Kurelu had steadfastly refused to allow the bearers of this
faith to settle in their area. In other Dani areas, their success in making
"converts to Christ" seemed to be due more to a lavish use of trade goods
and medicine than to propagation of a belief. Admittedly these observations
are based on a limited series of experiences and impressions. There are many
men of God in New Guinea who live and behave in harmony with their
Christian precepts and who are a solace to any soul that comes within their
ken. Others, though, constitute one of the profoundest risks confronting
pagan man's entry into the contemporary world, a risk that those of the
Kurelu had so far miraculously elected to avoid.
The Kurelu was about as untouched an area as an anthropologist is likely
to find today. In the north, where Kurelu himself lived, a Dutch Franciscan
missionary had established a post in December, 1960. Within twenty miles
of our camp, there were approximately ten other missionary and government
posts, some of which even had a short airstrip. But all this had surprisingly
little influence on the lives of the Willihiman-Wallalua, the people of the
southern Kurelu. For the most part the outsiders found work enough close
at hand, and local rivalries and war frontiers discouraged the people of the
southern Kurelu from visiting the missionary posts nearby. Missionaries had
passed through the area, and a government patrol had even managed to
establish a short-lived peace in 1959 or 1960. But by early 1961, when Jan
and I first arrived, warfare had again begun and the only signs of outside
influence were a few steel axes.
All of us except Karl Heider left the Dani in August, 1961. Within two
weeks, the Dutch police had again pacified the area and built a patrol post a
mile from our old camp. For the final twenty-one months of Karl's stay, the
southern Kurelu was in a state of peace.
The organization of our expedition to the Baliem involved many unknowns. I had made a general plan for such an expedition even before it was
certain that there would be one, but many unfinished details remained. DeBruyn had sent me rainfall and humidity charts made by the government post
in Wamena, but for all their precision they told us little more than that the
area was often wet. We knew nothing of the terrain except that it was difficult,
nothing of transportation into the valley except that it was by small airplanes and often irregular because of rain or fog. We knew little about any
hazards to health, of possible menace from the native population. We did
know that beyond Wamena there were no roads, no vehicles and no beasts
of burden. This meant that we must take the simplest possible equipment,
and as little of it as we could. But even this was made difficult by our photo-
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graphic and cinematographic objectives. Our plan was to choose a community of villages that would allow a group of as many as eight of us to stay for
an indefinite period doing anthropological and photographic studies. Our
number included Jan Broekhuijse as anthropologist and interpreter; Karl
Heider as anthropologist and assistant cinematographer; Peter Matthiessen
as naturalist; Michael Rockefeller as sound recordist and still photographer;
and myself as cinematographer and part-time anthropologist. For shorter
periods we were to be joined by Eliot Elisofon of Life and Samuel Putnam,
then a medical student, also a photographer. Later Christopher Versteegh, a
botanist who had been with Archbold in 1938, was to stay for two weeks,
and Dr. Jan Pouwer, then a Netherlands Government anthropologist, also
paid us a brief visit.
The overall aim of the expedition was to make a comprehensive study of
a single community of neolithic warrior farmers. We intended to document
verbally and visually the whole social and cultural fabric of this community.
We were interested in its natural history and were equipped to scrutinize it
from the standpoint of behavioral scientists, naturalists, photographers and
film makers. Our specific goals included an ecologically oriented account by
Peter Matthiessen (Under the Mountain Wall, published in the fall of 1962 by
Viking); my feature-length motion picture {Dead Birds, released by Contemporary Films and Mutual Distributors for nontheatrical and theatrical showing in 1963); an anthropological monograph dealing with the whole culture
(presented as his Ph.D. thesis at Harvard in 1965 by Karl Heider); a second
anthropological monograph by Jan Broekhuijse (published as his Ph.D.
dissertation at Utrecht in 1967); and a book of photographs.
The final goal is realized in this volume. It was finished later than intended
because originally it was to have been written by someone else. When Michael
Rockefeller came for a short visit to Cambridge in the fall of 1961, we looked
over the photographs made up to that time. It was clear that Michael was
pleased with what he saw, and he asked if he might assume the major responsibility for putting together the photographic book. I knew that he had
virtually committed himself to returning to Harvard as a graduate student in
anthropology, and since this meant that he would be in the proximity of
the photographs for a period of at least three years, his offer seemed both
timely and sensible.
But Michael never returned from his second journey to New Guinea.
This book is not really mine. I would not have written it if Michael had lived,
and it would never have been finished without the help of Karl Heider,
whose twenty-six months in the Grand Valley mean that he knows far more
than I about the Dani. My coauthor is junior only in respect to age. This
book represents a true collaboration, though he was primarily responsible
for the captions and I for the essays. Further, close friends and colleagues at
the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts at Harvard University have given
this volume the benefit of their considerable gifts: Eric Martin in design;
Len and Susan Gittleman in reproduction; and Erika Deutsch in patiënt
translation from longhand to typeface.
Finally, this book belongs to all whose photographs speak so eloquently
from its pages. There was a near din of clacking shutters every day and on
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many nights of our stay. We each had other duties, but no one could escape
the photographic mania. For the others, as well as for myself, making pictures was one way in which we could attempt to honor the extraordinary
richness of life confronting us. It was also, I think, a way for all of us to try
to create the evidence which one day might be refined by the senses into more
articulate answers to the endless questions crowding our minds as we underwent the eyewitness experiences of a lifetime. During those months one of
Michael Rockefeller's most frequent expressions was "It's unbelievable."
His photographs in this book and the photographs of my other companions
say "It is unbelievable—and perhaps, by looking hard enough and long
enough, you will understand it too."
Robert Gardner
Addis Ababa, 1968
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Gardens of War

1 Appearances
There is a fable told by a mountain people
living in the ancient highlands of New Guinea
about a race between a snake and a bird. It tells
of a contest which decided whether men would
be like birds and die, or be like snakes which shed
their skins and have eternal life. The bird won,
and from that time all men, like birds, must die.
—from the film Dead Birds
Süe warek means "dead birds" in Dani, the
language of tens of thousands of warrior farmers
living in a contemporary Stone Age society high
in the central mountain fastness of West New
Guinea. Among these people a man's weapons
and ornaments lost in battle are called Dead
Birds. So also are any other parts of him such as
his hair, which, should he lose his life, would be
captured as well. The story in which the Dani
recount the race between a bird and a snake is
their mythological justification of the fact of
death. Further, it is also the inspiration for an
illusion that to be alive is also, in some important
ways, to be a bird.
Early in March, 1961, Jan Broekhuijse and I
awoke at the top of a limestone ridge that pointed
eastward from the base of a low and lonely hill
in the middle of a flat and fertile valley named for
the great wandering Baliem River. We had come
upriver in an outboard motor boat loaned to us
by the head of the Dutch government station a
few miles downstream. With us was Abututi, our
interpreter, temporarily detached from his duties
as a native policeman. Our plan was to explore
the valley from its midpoint in the hope of finding
a community of Dani villages that lay beyond the
sphere of government or missionary influence.
The region we sought was reputedly controlled
by a man named Kurelu, which means "wise

egret," but refers as much to his singular lightness of skin as to his renowned craftiness.
As a district officer, Jan had visited many parts
of the valley and once had even encountered Kurelu. The meeting took place to the north of the
area we studied through binoculars on this first
morning of our search and at the end of a long
and tiring patrol. In the decade of their infrequent
relations with the outside world, the Dani had
acquired a reputation for hostile and even treacherous behavior, particularly in their contacts with
missionaries and government officials. On his
first meeting, Jan was too exhausted to test the
strength of his authority in the face of Kurelu's
obvious displeasure at finding a waro or reptile,
as whites are known in Dani, patrolling his territory. Though Jan knew that Dani belligerence was
much inflated in the stories told by panic-stricken
missionaries, several of whom had been roughly
handled but none ever killed in the Baliem, he
also knew that a certain kind of violence was a
rule and not an exception in the Dani way of life.
So, with an exchange of greetings, probably the
traditional Eyak nyak halabok (Hey, friend, I eat
your feces), they parted, neither expecting nor
hoping to meet again.
For some time we sat gazing out across the
valley floor, slowly accustoming our eyes to the
terrain. Near its eastern limit a series of slopes
and hills carried upward a succession of gardens,
forests and villages wrapped in groves of banana
trees. It was impossible to see people at such a
distance, but columns of smoke rising in the still
morning air showed they were awake and preparing a meal. Closer by, in all directions below our
limestone lookout, were similar concentrations of
houses shaded by a few trees and surrounded by
a mosaic of gardens separated by the functional
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geometry of their irrigation canals. However, my
eyes kept returning to the villages under the
mountain wall. Those on the nearby valley floor
looked hot and dull, whereas on the opposite
slopes and hills I could see forests and the dark
lines of shaded brooks, all contributing to a far
more congenial landscape.
At the base of one particularly prominent
foothill that appeared to be a major buttress of
the escarpment wall behind, grew a deep green
grove of araucarias. These were the tallest trees
left standing in the valley. Though not as beautiful as the graceful casuarinas forming arabesques
along the banks of the Baliem, nor as delicately
pretty as the feathery acacias that still clung to
the sides of certain smaller streams, the araucarias had a monumental and primitive stateliness. Perfectly straight, they grew well over one
hundred feet high with equally straight limbs at
right angles along their entire length. The araucaria has the archaic look so frequent in the flora
and fauna of New Guinea. lts convoluted bark
and packets of spiny seeds seem natural in a land
of tree kangaroos, grass-eating rats as large as
sheep, great leathery-winged foxes and nonflying
cassowary birds. Only the flying foxes lived on in
the valley—many, apparently, in the araucaria
forest.
How peaceful the valley looked that first
morning. It was impossible to believe the terrified
reports I had read at the New York headquarters
of the Christian and Missionary Alliance a few
months earlier. Even in talks with the missionaries I met at the government station in the
valley, I had gained the unmistakable impression
that the Dani were deceitful and barbaric pagans
driven by the devil to loot and kill as they fancied.
The evidence so far indicated something altogether different. Impeccable gardens covered the
slopes coming down to the Baliem, and all along
its banks freshly hewn planks stood in neat

bundies waiting to be carried to a village under
construction. From what I could see, the valley
was a vast and fertile farm where diligence played
an unusually important role, because people,
rather than animals, did all the work. It did not
seem an easy life as much as a good one. The
unhurried but purposeful activities of these ingenious farmers generated a distinctly rural and
tranquil atmosphere.
For this reason it was doubly shocking to see,
a mile or so in front of the villages we were
exploring through binoculars, indisputable evidence of hostility—watchtowers of lashed poles
standing about four hundred yards apart along
an irregular frontier as far as the eye could see.
Clearly the people we were watching were not
only farmers, but warriors. I remembered a
photograph in the files of the American Museum
of Natural History made by the people who, in
1938, discovered the Baliem. It was taken as their
sea plane swooped low over some gardens to land
on the only straight section of the river near the
place where the government station now stands.
The photograph showed a Dani in a watchtower
and his companions below it shooting arrows at
the noisy invader which had violated their frontier and which, for the defenders, must have
shaken their long-standing faith in their first line
of defense. Now planes fly fairly regularly, carrying officials and missionaries up and down and
in and out of the valley. They are called ané wu,
which simply means "the voice of wu," the Dani
approximation of reciprocating engines. The
tribe is amused by them and no longer wastes
arrows trying to kill them.
We decided to go to the villages beyond the
watchtowers. Jan, Abututi and I had come with
few belongings, both because we wanted to move
easily and because we planned to return to the
government station within a week or ten days.
This journey was for the purpose of finding a
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place in which, with our companions from
America, we could spend a long time. But though
we had brought little baggage, there was more
than the three of us could carry, and so we went
for help to a nearby village. For the rest of the
morning we tried to persuade some young men
to go with us across the valley. They were
extremely reluctant despite our assurances that
no harm would come to them, for they were
enemies of the people we wished to visit under
the mountain wall, and they feit that if they went
there they would be killed. We assured them that
one of us would escort them back the next day
and that during the night we would protect them,
but our arguments seemed futile. What I did not
know until much later was that their own argument was equally rational, and it was not until
we had talked for a long time and offered an
irresistible number of cowrie shells that three of
them nnally agreed to join us.
There was no Dani community, no matter how
remote or independent, which by 1961 had not
heard about the white people who had come to
live in their valley. It was also true that experience
had taught the Dani to fear as well as deplore
these white men. The Dani we met across the
valley would be afraid of us—afraid that we had
come to steal their pigs, to take their women,
perhaps to set fire to their holy objects with
promises of salvation and a better life, and
certainly to warn them against further warfare
with their neighbors.
Still, we feit confident about our meeting.
First, we were completely independent; we were
neither missionaries nor agents of the government. We had no message, either spiritual or
mundane, to impart, and no advice to give or
demands to make. In fact, we wished to disturb
the lives of the Dani as little as possible. Secondly,
we were accompanied by Abututi, a Dani himself,
whose belief in our sincerity and whose total

familiarity with the behavior and values of those
with whom we hoped to live meant that our
chances of explaining the purpose of our visit
were extremely good. Thirdly, I had carried all
the way from the cabinet of a shell collector in
Newton Upper Falls, Massachusetts, a perfect
specimen of Cymbium diadema, an object prized
above almost all others by the Dani, who cut
them into irregular saucers to wear as necklaces
and exchange for pigs or other wealth. Everything
I had read or been told about the Baliem Valley
included detailed and indignant accounts of Dani
avarice, from which I concluded that they respected wealth and responded to the influence of
economie power. Indeed, I suspected that
achievement in their society was to a large extent
measured by one's ability to command and
manipulate commodities of all kinds, including
food, ornaments, pigs and even women. I was
not quite ready to regard the Dani as a grasping
barbarian who with unabashed greed spends his
days making petulant and sometimes violent
demands upon any stray visitor. What 1 was to
learn later was that despite the frequency of Dani
demands, their manner was seldom fierce and
often full of a kind of comic grace. It also seemed
likely that with their clarity of mind the Dani
recognized in the warmly clothed, well-fed and
comfortable white man a logical benefactor to
whom he could turn for amelioration of his own
lot. In any case, Jan and I were hopeful that the
great shell would serve its purpose.
It was midday when our small party set out
across the valley. The morning haze had burned
away and only a few high clouds crowned the
peaks along the mountain wall. The sun shone
brightly in the valley, more than a mile high,
whose river, the Baliem, begins at ten thousand
feet amid a multitude of nameless streams that
drain the midsection of a great watershed running
the whole length of New Guinea. From this
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height the Baliem falls in a torrent to the floor of
the Grand Valley and meanders in the fashion of
a true river to a gorge forty-five miles to the southeast. There it descends abruptly five thousand feet
to the lowlands, where, changing color and pace,
it carries the mud of the notorious southern
swamps languidly out to the Arafura Sea.
Our reluctant helpers led us down a dry path
past dead fires and off the limestone hill where
we had slept. The Dani called this hill the Siobara, and though too rocky to garden, it clearly
had its uses. The fires, we were told, had been lit
for warmth while men waited for the sun and
watched their enemies across the valley to the
east.
On the valley floor it was much harder to see
our destination, partly because of the change in
perspective and partly because one's whole
attention was required merely to walk. As I
tested my balance scuttling across mud-greasy
poles spanning each garden ditch, it occurred to
me that our promise of safe conduct to our three
reluctant porters must seem more ridiculous with
every step. Surely they must have wondered how
two men with their eyes fixed on the ground and
their arms waving to maintain equilibrium could
ever detect, much less defend against, a sudden
and concealed attack.
Confidence, an indispensable attitude when
one is faced with negotiating Dani footpaths,
grew with each awkward step as we made our
slow and alien way across the dull terrain
separating the homeland of our helpers from the
villages which were our objective. Later, after
living among the Dani for some time, I learned
that our hosts-to-be were following our progress
that day with great interest. They had seen us, as
a matter of fact, the evening before, as we made
our camp on the Siobara. This was easy for them
because their eyes are constantly searching the
countryside for movement, especially in the

territory of their enemy, and nothing is more
conspicuous in this landscape than the shape,
color and locomotion of fully clothed white men.
The terrain through which we walked that hot
and expectant afternoon was composed of abandoned gardens, swamp and an occasional swale
of short bushlike trees called pabi, meaning both
excrement and enemy. It was a desolate no man's
land—a land through which indeed no one
would go unless to do violence to those beyond.
Except for noise made by our feet and legs moving clumsily through a bog surrounded by high
grass growing on former garden mounds, there
was no other sound until, very suddenly, several
men began running on both sides of us through
the grass toward a spur of higher ground ahead.
Apparently they had been escorting us for some
time; now they declared themselves, since we had
shown that their neighborhood must be our
destination. Once on higher ground and past the
screen of grass along the bog's edge, we found
a group of perhaps fifty men—some standing,
others seated on the ground, all watching as we
approached. We were in a clearing about the
size of a football field which I later learned was
called the Libarek and was used for victory
dances performed each time an enemy—man,
woman or child—living on the other side of no
man's land was killed.
Displaying as much assurance as we could
muster, we approached a knot of three or four
older men sitting a little apart from the others.
My only thought was that if someone would
listen to us, our purpose would be understood.
After a prolonged period of greeting, during
which time we also sat down, lit cigarettes and
assumed as casual an air as circumstances allowed, we addressed ourselves to an alert, lean
and prepossessing man of middle age who gave
his name as Wali. Abututi explained to Wali that
I had come from a place many days' walk away
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because I had heard that the people of this valley
were such fine farmers and great warriors, and
because T wanted to watch the way they lived.
It was explained that we had gone to other places
in this valley looking at many villages and
gardens, but had not seen any as fine as those in
this neighborhood with its hills, forests and
streams under the mountain wall. I then asked
Abututi to teil Wali that I and some friends who
were coming to join me wanted to "sit down"
with the people here for a long time. I added that
I realized my request was large and that I did not
want Wali or anyone else to think we were poor
beggars without houses or gardens of our own.
My wealth, I said, included many large shells
which I would exchange for the privilege of
living here.
To all of this Wali's quick mind responded
with both dignity and decision. He wanted us to
stay, and his friends would help by providing
food and even houses for us to live in. He then
mentioned that he would like to see one of my
shells. The Cymbium diadema was carefully
wrapped in one of the small boxes we had carried
that afternoon from the Siobara. With Wali
watching intently, I opened the box, but the shell
had been only partly revealed when he pushed
the wrapping back over it and asked that it be
closed immediately. For a dreadful moment I
wondered if my strategem in procuring the shell

had been in vain, but then I realized by the
unmistakable look of cupidity in Wali's face that
he wanted no one else to see what he already
considered his.
Immediately Wali rose and told us to follow
him to a place where we could sleep that night.
By now it was twilight, the sun having set below
the rim of the western wall. The air was cool and
filled with the sound of warbling swallows
making their daily midair feast on sleepy insects.
Our three helpers from the enemy huddled in
fear near Abututi, assuming that his policeman's
rifle—which in fact was never loaded—would
protect them from a growing circle of men and
boys looking at us all with a mixture of bewilderment, curiosity and contempt. Wali had decided
our fate. It was a brilliant and self-serving decision, fraught with potential good and evil.
Would we make all of them rich, or only some
of them? Would we take their women? Would
we stop their wars?
Darkness came as though a curtain had been
drawn, and as Wali's minions interrogated
Abututi about Jan and me, our three porters
faded into the night and returned to their villages.
So fearful were they of losing their lives to the
warriors of our new neighborhood that they did
not even wait to receive their payment of cowrie
shells.
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1 Appearances
The faces of the Dani are like those of the other peoples who live in
the thousand-mile-long mountainous heartland of New Guinea. These
peoples, numbering hundreds of thousands, are called Papuans. The
Papuans are not closely related in language, culture or race to the other
peoples of the Pacific, the Malayo-Polynesians. Although anthropological
research on the Papuans is far from complete, it now begins to appear
that the different Papuan groups are racially, culturally and linguistically
related to each other.
The land of these Dani is the Grand Valley of the Baliem River, a
broad, temperate plain lying five thousand feet above the tropical jungles
of New Guinea. At least fifty thousand Dani live in the densely settled
valley floor, and another fifty thousand inhabit scattered settlements
along the steep-sided valleys around the Grand Valley. Temperature is
mild, rainfall moderate, wildlife harmless and disease rare; this is surely
one of the most pleasant corners of man's world.
p. 11 : 1. A watchtower sentry looks out
over no man's land on guard against a
raiding party from the enemy side. Behind
him, the people of his own alliance work
and play in security.
p. 12 : 2. A woman carrying her daughter
crosses sure-footedly over a log bridge
which spans a major irrigation ditch.
p. 13 : 3. A man drinks from the Aikhé
River.
p. 14 : 4. Hugging themselves in the early
moming cold, a man and three boys cross
a ditch in a fallow garden.
p. 14 : 5. Amused by some joke, a man
carries his stone ax on a shoulder scarred
by an old arrow wound.
p. 15 : 6. Sitting beside the hearth of his
village men's house, Weyak smokes a cigarette of Dani tobacco through a long reed
holder. In the rafters and on the walls are

carefully wrapped bundies of magical goods
and ornaments belonging to men

